
 

 

 

RAV.FLOOR™ SERIES 

RAV.FLOOR™ 



otterwood is the sole distributor and stockist for Germany RAV Vinyl flooring in 

Singapore and Asia Pacific, our latest RAV.FLOOR™ Series features some of the 

most innovative, versatile, and high-performance vinyl flooring system available in 

the market today, potentially replacing conventional flooring solutions. Our 

RAV.FLOOR™ Series comprises of more than 30 durable & aesthetically pleasing 

designs, all thoroughly tested by international certified laboratories to ensure that 

we offer our customers high quality, safe and environmental friendly products. 

RAV.FLOOR™ solid vinyl floor planks constitutes multiple layers of high quality 

vinyl material enhanced with superior German technology offering realism similiar 

of natural wood whilst assuring extreme durability. Our products are certified to be 

waterproof, highly resistant to heat, chemical, stains, termites and impact making 

them easy to maintain, while also providing sound insulation. It is easy to install 

due to its German Patented click-lock system overlay method with seamless gaps 

and finishing for a comfortable foot feel over the years. 

ADVANTAGES OF RAV.FLOOR™ 

Our solid vinyl floor plank system is perfect for residential and other high foot 

traffic areas such as shopping malls, retail shops and offices. This is possible due to 

the Germany Rigen© ultraviolet (UV) coating technology resulting the planks to be 

highly resistant to scratches, dents and stains making it maintenance free 

which can last for decades. All is made possible only with our professionally-trained 

and certified RAV floor installers ensuring detailed workmanship for every single 

plank laid. 

COLORS & DESIGN 

We offer a comprehensive collection of unique designs ranging from our extremely 

durable solid vinyl flooring, flexible rubber flooring mat, teakwood 

flooring, laminate flooring, engineered wood, decking and resilient flooring 

solutions. We also offer a wide variety of choices to accommodate different design 

concepts and complex color schemes. Our styles range from classic to contemporary, 

modern to exotic and rustic. View our Gallery RAV.FLOOR™ works here or 

Click for a non-obligatory quotation! 

INTRODUCTION 

Vinyl Flooring has been one of the most demanded flooring styles in Singapore and 

even Asia Pacific which not just add aesthetics to your interior but also to 

complement while enhancing your interior. Jotterwood, renowned in Asia Pacific 

regional flooring business for years, has become the sole distributor of Germany 

RAV Vinyl Flooring in Singapore and Asia Pacific region. Understanding the 

customers’ needs and demands ever since we have brought to you some most 

innovative and high-performance vinyl flooring system which is simply amazing in 

its own field and is unmatched to the current options available in the market today! 

http://www.jotterwood.com/gallery
http://www.jotterwood.com/quotation


With the goal to change the way people used to get hands on the vinyl flooring 

products, we brought to you a range of over 30 unique designs which are as durable 

to use like no other flooring has ever been. We emphasise strongly on our product 

design and quality, especially customers’ satisfaction is all what matters to us. 

RAV.Floor has also been tested thoroughly in international laboratories for its high 

quality assurance and environmentally safe to use. 

WHY CHOOSE VINYL FLOORING? 

Whether you are picking it for a domestic flooring purpose or need it for high foot 

traffic commercial areas like shopping malls or supermarket, vinyl flooring is highly 

reliable for all commercial types. Jotterwood vinyl floor tiles are smeared with 

Rigen® UV coating which makes them highly resistant to stains, scratches and 

dents, making it maintenance free which can last for decades. Apart from the 

quality, vinyl flooring is also one of the best choice around for design and color 

variations required by different interior projects. Today, there are many different 

quality types of vinyl available in the market, whereby many consumers are confuse 

by the difference in material, quality, design, thickness, country of origin and even 

the purpose of the vinyl flooring. Do not fret and visit our showroom for a 

professional consultation to fully understand the various difference so as to avoid 

selecting the wrong choice of flooring types while ensuring value for every penny 

spent! Kindly visit our showroom at UBI for a comprenhensive collections of unique 

designer flooring ranging from extremely durable solid vinyl flooring, solid wood 

flooring, sports rubber flooring, laminate flooring, engineered wood, decking and 

other resilient flooring solutions. 

WHY JOTTERWOOD? 

We are one of the most differentiated and advance flooring company with quality 

vinyl flooring, engineered wood, laminate flooring and solid wood flooring offering a 

very wide range of designs and colors choices for our customers, interior designers, 

architects and developers. Our installers are overseas trained with a duty to uphold 

our reputation for seamless and quality workmanship; professionally-trained and 

certified RAV floor installers ensuring great workmanship for every single plank 

laid. We also offer a wide variety of choices to accommodate different design 

concepts and complex color schemes. Our styles range from classic to contemporary, 

modern to exotic and rustic. View our Gallery RAV.FLOOR™ works here or 

Click for a non-obligatory quotation! 

For more questions, write to us directly at Sales@jotterwood.com. 
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RAV.SLAT™ 

Jotterwood latest range of RAV.SLAT™ Quick.fit composite wood ceiling slat 

solution boost realistic features and elegant textures. The ceiling strip 

beautifies while exquisitely refining the environment and ambience of the interior 

space. It caters for necessary depth required to conceal lighting fixture, providing an 

alternative to false ceilings. Whilst being decorative in a interior space, its excellent 

resistant to water, fire and insects invasions eases the need for maintenance. 
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